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KYBERNETIKA- VOLUME 24 (1988), NUMBER 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE WEIGHTED L.S. ESTIMATES 
IN NONLINEAR MODELS 
WITH SYMMETRICAL ERRORS 
ANDREJ PAZMAN 
The nonlinear regression model y = T|(0) + £ with the error vector e having an ellipticaliy 
symmetrical probability distribution is considered. An approximative formula for the non-
asymptotical ( = small sample) probability density of the weighted L. S. estimates of 0 is obtained 
by geometrical methods. The considered weights are general (i.e. not related to the variance 
matrix 2 of s). The difference between the true and the approximative densities is evaluated. 
Earlier author's results are thus extended from the case of normal errors, and of weights depend-
ing on £ , to a more general case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
(1) y = ti(G) + E 
be a nonlinear regression model. Here y := (yl,..., yjV)
Tis the vector of the observed 
data, 9 := (0U ..., 9m)
T is the vector of unknown parameters, m < N, 9 e 0 where 
0 is the (given) parameter space which is an open subset of Rm. The mapping 
TJ: 0 e 0 i—> TJ(9) e UN, defined and finite on the closure 0 of the set 0 , is supposed 
to be known, continuous, and to have continuous second order derivatives on 0 . 
The vectors of the first order derivatives di\(d)lddt,..., 8r\(Q)ld6m are supposed 
to be linearly independent for every 9 e 0 (i.e. the model is regular). 
In this paper we consider the case when the probability density of the error vector 
E is ellipticaliy symmetrical, with a zero mean E(E) = 0, and a positive definite 
variance matrix E, Var(£) = E, defining the elliptical symmetry. Such a probability 
density (with respect to the Lebesgue measure in RN) is given by the formula (cf. 
M) 
(2) /(8):=det-1 /2(E)ft(ET2:-1E) 
where h: <0, oo) h-» <0, GO) is a function such that 
ft zN<2 h(z) d2 < GO . 
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To ensure that/(s) is a probability density and that Var (s) = £ we have to suppose 
that 
Wh(HP)dv=l 
WH!HI2)HI2dv = iv. 
If the function h does not satisfy these two norming conditions, we can always find 
two positive numbers a and ji such that the function z h-> ah(fiz) has the required 
properties. (We note that, like in Section 2, these two At-dimensional integrals can be 
changed to two onedimensional integrals when using spherical coordinates in RN.) 
The set {z:f(£) = const} is an ellipsoid in UN, therefore we speak about the 
elliptical symmetry. In the case of £ = I, j'(s) is spherically symmetrical. Another 
equivalent definition of the spherical symmetry is that j(s) = /(Us) for every ortho-
gonal m x m matrix U (i.e. such that UTU = l). Thus spherically symmetrical 
densities are invariant to every rotation of the sample space of s. 
Elliptically symmetrical distributions are studied in several papers [2, 5, 6], and 
we resume their properties in Section 2. 
A special case of an elliptically symmetrical density is the normal density JV(0, £ ) 
with 
fc(0-(2*)-*'a«p{-.-/2}. 
Other choices of the function h(-) are presented in Section 2. 
A standard estimator of the vector 8 is the weighted least squares (= L. S.) estima-
tor given by 
(3) 8 : = 0(y) : = arg min [y - n(8)]T V " * [y - t|(9)] , 
where 0 e 0 and V is some given positive definite (= p.d.) matrix. Usually (if pos-
sible) the matrix V is proportional to the covariance matrix £. This leads to an 
optimal unbiased estimator of 0 when the model (1) is linear (i.e. r\(Q) = A0 + a) 
(cf. [6]), and such a Vis considered as preferable also in the nonlinear case. However, 
if £ is unknown, the matrix V is to be chosen and hoc. Since the estimate (3) is not 
influenced by setting a matrix cV (c > 0) instead of V, we can always choose V 
such that it dominates the matrix £, i.e. that 
a T V _ 1 0 g a^-^a; (a e UN) 
(see Proposition 3). 
The normal equations corresponding to (3) are 
afr-nwr-v- ' fr-m .p . (,-,,,...,„), 
BO; 
hence, if 8(y) e 0 , it is a solution of 
(4) [y-„(e)]rv--^-0. 
In this paper we present an approximative nonasymptotical probability density 
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of S, and we present a formula for the upper bound for the difference between the 
true and the approximative densities. Earlier author's results [7, 8] are thus extended 
from the case of normal errors to the case of elliptically symmetrical errors, and 
from the case of V = £ to the case or arbitrary, p.d. matrices V and E. However, 
the main geometrical ideas remain unchanged since the elliptical symmetry has been 
important also in the investigation presented in [7, 8]. 
The approximative nonasymptotical probability density of 0 proposed in this 
paper is equal to 
<5) ^m--^^Km^)-^ 
where 
is the true mean of y, 
et1/12B( , 
Л : = Л ( ) 
B ^ ^ V - S V - 1 ^ , 
V ' 50 50T 
(6) Q(0, 0) : = M(0) + [(I - P°) (1,(9) - r 1 )]
T V- 1 ^ 
50 50 
v ; 59 50T 
(7) P « : = £ V - 1 ^ 9 ) B - 1 ( 0 ) ^ 9 ) V - 1 
W 50T W 50 
(P° is a projector), 
||o||2 := o ^ - ' o ; (aeUN), 
and where hm: <0, oo) H* <0, oo) is defined by the formula 
(8) hjt) := - ^ " " ^ r ^ «(N-m,/2-1 Ht + u) d« . 
r / N - m \ J 0 
The expression in (5) becomes simpler when £ = V. Then M(8) = B(0) => the 
Fisher information matrix for the case of normal errors, and Q(0, 0) is the in-
formation matrix M(0) corrected by a term reflecting the curvature of the model (l). 
(Q(0, 0) is a measure of the observed information gained from the experiment 
when 0 = 0(y) is obtained from the observation and 0 is the true value of 0 (cf. [9]).) 
In the case that the model (l) is linear, r\(Q) = A0, q(Q | 0) is equal to the exact 
probability density of 6. In the case that V = £, it is equal to 
g(6 | 0) = det1/2(M) ft,„[(0 - 0)T M(0 - 5)] , 
where M := A£- J A T is the information matrix. In the normal case we obtain the 
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well known formula 
q(B | 5) = (2rt)M/2 det 1 / 2 (M) exp { - 0 - 5)T M(8 - 5)} . 
In the general case the approximative density q(6 | 5) is invariant to the change 
of parameters p = p(0), i.e. 
detfв 
V 8QT 
" ( P I Ю , 
where q(p | p) is obtained by putting into the expression (5) the function v(p) : = 
: = •.[O'XP)] a " d its derivatives instead of the function TI(6). 
Example. (The contaminated normal nonlinear regression.) 
Suppose that the probability density of £ is equal to 
/(E) = (2ny»'2[(0-9) exp {-i||£||2} + M exp {-^|H|
2}] 
and consider the non-weighted L. S. estimates. Hence V = £ = I, and 
/I(0 = ( » ^
/ 2 [ ( C - 9 ) e x p { - i f ] + 1 0 - ^
/ 2 - 1 e x p { - ^ ] . 
Consequently 
hjt) = (27 t)- '"
/ 2[(0-9)exp{-^} + 1 0 - " ' / 2 - 1 e x p { - i t } ] 
because hm( £ s
2) is the m-dimensional marginal of j(c) (see Section 2). Further 
r - - ? 3 ( _ ) M - ( e ) - _ , 
59T ae 




q(Q I 0) = (2K)-'"'2 - — ^ J x 
V ' ' ^ ' det1/2M(8) 
x [(0-9)exp{-i||pS[r1(fi) - T , ] |
2 } + l O " " ^ - 1 exp {-^| |p5[r,(0) - n]||2}] 
Computing point by point both components of a(S | 5), we can evaluate the influence 
of the contamination on the least squares in a gaussian nonlinear model. 
2. PROPERTIES OF ELLIPTICALLY (SPHERICALLY) SYMMETRICAL 
DENSITIES 
We write: y ~ SN(i\, £, h) iff y has the density 
(9) fr(Y) = det-
1 / 2(£) h[(Y - nf £ -
 ](y - T,)] . 
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This density has all moments up to the /cth order iff 
N + k_ 
(10) Jo " 2 h(u)du < oo 
(cf. [5]). If k _z 1, we have E(y) = TJ. If k _t 2, we have Var(y) = E. (See Section 1 
for the norming conditions on h.) 
If z = Ay, where A is an At x N nonsingular matrix, then 
z ~ SN(Ai\, AEA
T, h) 
(cf. [5]). Consequently, if y — S^Cl'IS, /?), then there is a matrix A such that z = 
= A ( y - T i ) ~ S N ( 0 , I , / i ) . 
Ify ~ Sv(ti, S, h), then 
y = TJ + ixl'2u, 
where the vector u is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere {z: z e IR ,̂ | |z| = 1}, 
and where / is a nonnegative random variable which is independent of u (cf. [6]). 






(cf. [5]). Using spherical coordinates in UN~m (like [5], p. 427) we obtain the formula 
(8). 
Suppose that £ ~ Sv(0,1, h). Denote J := {iu ..., i',„). The conditional density 







Hence this density is spherically symmetrical. 
Let £ ~ S;v(0,1, h). Then the probability density of the random variable u : — 
:= ||E||2 is equal to 
_N/2 N 
(12) — la^hUt) 
r ( l ) 
(cf. [5]). 
Evidently, if £ ~ 5^(0,1, /?), then B_, --^SN are uncorrelated random variables. 
They are independent if and only if / ( E ) is the normal density (cf. [5] or [10], chpt. 
3a.l). 




h(t) = a(2Ky2tfexp{-Wu}G(du), 
where G is a probability distribution on <0, oo) and a > 0, ft > 0. The corresponding 
densities are mixed normal densities. 
b) 
h(t)= ct'-'expi-rt*} 
for some c > 0, X > 0, r > 0 and k such that 2k + N > 2 (the generalized gamma 
densities), 
c) 
h(t) = cj(nl2)exp{- J(t)js} , 
where c, s are positive constants (the spherical Laplace density), etc. 
3. THE GEOMETRY OF THE MODEL 
The set 
(13) <f : = { T , ( 9 ) : G e 0 } 
is the "expectation surface" of the nonlinear regression model (1). The point T\ = Tj(5) 
is a fixed point of S. Take r > 0. Denote by 
(14) G - ( r ) : = - { y : . y 6 R w , I y - t | l s < r } 
a sphere centred at r\ (see Fig. l). Further denote by An(r) a subset of the extended 
parameter space 0 defined by 
A1,(r):={e(y):yeG,l(r)}. 
For every 0 e 0 denote by 
^(9):= j z : z e ^ z ^ - ^ = 0J 
the subspace of UN which is V-orthogonal to the tangent plane to £ (the later being 




Denote by Wj(8),..., wJV_m(6) a E-orthogonal basis of Jf(9). It is V-orthogonal 
to the tangent plane, i.e. 
(15) w l ( 9 ) V - « = 0 ; (< = V . . , / v - m \ 
50, V i = L - , m J 
w ^ e j E - V / G ) = 0 if i * j 
= 1 if < = j 
Evidently, the S-orthogonal projector onto JV(Q) is equal to the matrix 
R ° : = W(9)WT(9)_T1 
where W(9) := (wx(9),..., wjV_m(0)). Let us denote by 
(16) VJ , (9 ) :=TI(9) + R 6 [ I , - T I ( 9 ) ] 
the E-orthogonal projection of the point t| onto the set 
^ ( 9 ) : = _ T ( 9 ) + T|(e) 
(see Fig. 1 for V = I). We introduce the vector v|/(0) because v(/(9) is equal to a condi-
tional mean of y (see Section 4). We have 
v|/(9) - T| = [I - Ro] (ii(9) - TI) , 
and from (4) we obtain 
y-r , (9)e .r (9) . 
Hence we have the Pythagorian relation 
(17) l|y - til_ = i|y-v|,(8)|* + ! * ( , ) - nl_. 
Denote by 
(18) Hn(r) := {y: y _ W, 9(y) e An(r), \\y - vj,[d(y)]||_ < r] 
a "tube" in the sample space around the surface (v|/(9): 9 e An(r)} (see Fig. 1). 
We have 
(19) Gn(r) c_ __„(.) . 
In Section 4 we shall consider samples belonging to Hn(r), but only such that the 
corresponding L. S. estimates are not on the boundary of 0 . Therefore we assume 
that: 
Al: 
An(r) c O 
(i.e. the point r| is "sufficiently distant" from the boundary of©). 
To avoid complications with the nonidentifiability of the parameter 9 we shall 
suppose that 
A2: The mapping 9 e An(r) i—> T|(9) e £ is one-to-one. 
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To avoid that the expectation surface S could overlap the neighbourhood of its 
subset {n(0): 0 e A n ( r ) } , we require that r is such that 
A3: If 
O y e t f n ( r ) 
ii) 8* is a solution of (4) 
iii) b ~ tl(e*)[|E < r 
then 9* e An(r) and 9* = 9(y). 
Finally we shall suppose that 
A4: The surface (T |(0) : 9 e An(r)} has no centre of curvature which is a point 
of Hn(r). 
How to compute numerically curvatures of the expectation surface is explained 
in [1] and in the appendix of [7]. For a further use we present the definition of a geo­
desies on S, like in [8]. 
By definition, a curve 
y:(-5,S)^S 
is a V-geodesics on S through the point y(0) = ii(9) if there is a twice continuously 
differentiable mapping 
x:(-<5, S)t->0 
such that for every t e (-S, 5) 
i) y(t) = ii o n(t) 
ii) 1-^)1 
II d t 
i.e. the parameter t is the length of the curve y, 
i i 0 d V ( Q v - . 3 1 . ( 0 ) 
' At2 
i.e. the "vector of curvature" d2yT(t)/dt2 is always orthogonal to S. 
The radius of curvature of y(t) at t = 0 is equal to 
Lll a i llv Jt=o 
and it is the radius of a circle which is "as tangent as possible" to the curve y(t). 
According to iii) this circle with centre ( = the centre of curvature) 
n(.) + ^ | a t lf = 0 
is also tangent to the expectation surface S at the point TI(0), and its radius-vector 
is V-orthogonal to the tangent plane. The centre of curvature of y is considered as 




в = x(t) 
geodesies on S going through the same point -1(8), we define the minimal radius 
of curvature 
e ( 8 ) : = i n f r y ( 0 ) . 
Y 
Instead of A4 we can assume equivalently 
A4*: r<e(Q); (eeA„(r)) 
The assumptions Al — A4 are slight modifications of the assumptions formulated 
in [7, 8]. A heuristic discussion is in [7]. 
The vector y — \]/(9) is V-orthogonal to the tangent plane (Eqs. (4) and (16)), 
hence we can write 
y = v|/(e) +
 NfV,(fl) 
; = l 
where 
b , : = [ y - i K e ) ] T E - V ( ( e ) . 
It follows that 0 j , . . . , B,„, bx, ..., bN^m can be used as new coordinates of the point 
ye7Tn(r). The corresponding coordinate transformation will be denoted by g(9, b), 
i.e. 
(20) g(e,b):=v|/(e)+^V((e) 
1 = 1 
Its Jacobi matrix Vg is equal to 
, b ) : = f ^ , ^ 
- $ • « » ) 
Proposition 1. We have 
P» li"W>)]l-d"1t^,|tf
ffljal',£ 
where Q(8, 8) and B(8) are defined in (6), and D(b, 9) is an m x m matrix 
i=i 80i 30j 
The proof is in the Appendix. 
If we compare the right-hand side of Eq. (21) with the first term in the right-hand, 
side of Eq. (5) we see that we omitted the matrix D(b, 9) in the determinant in (5). 
To evaluate the influence of this omission we shall need the following Proposition 2. 
Let us use the notation 
.:-(blt...,bn.myi\b\. 
All 
We can write 
(22) D ( M ) = | | b | D ( e , 0 ) . 
For every m x m matrix A, and s ^ m, denote by A(s) the matrix of all s x s 
minors of A; hence tr [A(v)] is the sum of all s x s principal minors of A (cf. [3]). 
Proposition 2. For every 0 e A^(r) we have 
| t r [D(e ,e)Q- 1 (9 ,B)] ( s ) | ;§ (m\ - . 
Proposition 3. If the matrix V is dominating X., i.e.. | |a|E ^ |
a | | v , (a 6 ^ N ) > t n e n 
for every 8 e An(r) the matrix Q(8, 8) is positive definite. 
The proofs of both propositions are in the Appendix. 
4. THE PROBABILITY DENSITY OF 6 
The probability density of y is given in Eq. (9). In the sequel we shall not take 
into account those samples y which belong to the set UN — HT,(r). From (12) and 
(19) it follows that the probability of this set is bounded above by the number 
i - ^ M v ) ^ = [~^)u
NI2-1h(u)<iu. 
For points inside the set H^r) we shall use the coordinate transformation (20), 
to obtain the joint density of 6 and b: 
p„(ft, b) := |det [Vg(8\ b)][ det"1 '2 (£) h ^ + |^(9) - n||_) 
where we used Eq. (17) and the equality j | b | 2 = ||y — \|»(8)||_. D e n o t e I(r) : = 
:= <-)% r>N - m . The density of 8 is the marginal density 
(23) p 1 , ( 0 ) : = | K o p n ( 8 , b ) d b = 
-Í m Jet[Q^;(9D)(M)] "dor+ m - "ia <*c»p°*°» o -
= ,(8 | 8) J„„ del [I + D(b, 6) Q"(8,8)] k„_.( |bf | |+(8) - n | _ db 
Here we used Eq. (11) and the equality 
vKS) - n = ps[n(ft) - n] 
which follows from Eq. (16) and (A2). 
Denote by E| the (conditional) mean with respect to the density 
b e J(r) K> <p(b | 0) :=feN_m(||bf | 1^(0)-t , |_). 
Instead of Eq. (23) we can write 
(24) p„(§) = «(8 | 8) E*{det [I + D(b, 8) Q~ % 8)]} . 
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From [4], III, §7 we obtain 
(25) det [I + D(b, 9) Q- -(0, 9)] = 1 + _ tr [D(b, 6) Q " 1(0\ 8)]<s> 
s = l 
According to the definition of D(b, 0), each term in the right-hand side of Eq. (25) 
is a homogeneous polynomal in the variables bit ..., bN_r. Consequently, if s is odd, 
then 
^[D(b,fi)Q--(6,B)]w--0, 
because cp(b | 9) is a spherically symmetrical density. It follows that 
(26) - l{detp[+D(b,(,)Q--(8,B)]}_S 
INT(m/2) 
_ - + _ E | { | t r [ D ( b , 9 ) Q - 1 ( § , 5 ) ] ^ ! } < 
INT(m/2) / 
- 1 + I EІ(|Ь||2S)(! 
/m\ /2 
(2sj 
(Eq. (22) and Proposition 2.). 
Similarly we obtain 
(27) E i { d e t [ I + D ( b , 9 ) Q - i ( M ) ] } £ 
INT(m/2) / \ /2\2s 
-1- I *M-)(:)0) • 
Further, we have from Eqs. (8) and (12) 
M W - nil 
s í E*( Ь -') < Ьf - - - ^ p - - £ - - d b = 
_ ^-^tf-^-i^ + 1^(6)-n|||)d« 
J-„(»--.)/--! fc(„ + ||+(0) _„|») da 
Consequently, if ft is a nonincreasing function, then from |^(6) - i.||- < r we obtain 
f(N-m)r* (N-m)/2 + s - l Lf,/\ J,. 
(28) E|(||b|l2s) < _ - !. 
V ; 9UI " ; ~ J0
N-m>2«^'- '»)/--1h(r2 + M)dM 
From Eqs (24)-(28) follows the proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem. If h: <0, oo) i-> <0, oo) is non-increasing then 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ < I N T^ / 2 ) (m\ / 2 \ 2 s J f ^ - ^ u ^ - ^ ^ ' - ^ ^ d H 
t-(0|0) " - s _i W W J
(o iV"'n)r ,«<A ' -m) /2"1Kr2 + H)du 
423 
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Proof of Proposition 1. We shall write 9 instead of 0. We have 




From the equation 
= det (& E-»[l - W W ^ 1 ] ^ j ([4], II, §5) 
E " 1 Гl - R ] І f - Y 
L J ð т y 
R e__ y - 1 *m = W ( f l ) W T ( 9 ) V " i *@H = 0 
ae T w w ee T 
we see that the linearly independent vectors 
V - S V - * - ^ - ) ; ( i - 1 , . . . , « ) 
span the linear space {z: z e R", (I — R e) z = z\. Hence the Eorthogonal projector 
onto this space is equal to 
I - R e = f t,{T-%«]-.-* 
where {T} u : = t f E "
1 ^ . It is easy to verify that T = B(9), and that 
(A2) I - R e = P e , 
where P e is defined in Eq. (7). Putting the expression for P e into (Al) we obtain 
det2 [Vg( , Ь)] 
d e ť í ^ V - 1 - ^ 
det E det [B( )] 
= [ a a
 т i д g т J 
det[B( )] 
il/( )-î,( ) = R [ Л - л ( ) ] є Ж ( ) 
(Aз) Wв)-t|(в)Гv"l^-в. 
From 
we obtain that 
Ő T 
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We differentiate this equality, and obtain 
(A4) *gv, m = M(e) + m _ ̂ ^ ̂ >L 
30 <30T 30^0' 
Further, differentiating the first equations in (15) we obtain 
D(M) = r > ^ v - « 
v ; 7 30 30T 
Finally, from (3) it follows that the matrix 32/30 30T{i||ii(0) - y||l}0=o >
s P-d-. ar»d we 
can verify that it is equal to Q(0, 0) + D(b, 0) when putting y = g(0, b). • 
The matrix M(0) is positive definite. Therefore, there is a nonsingular matrix U 
such that 
uT M(e) u = i . 
Denote 
D*(e) : = D*(e, 0) : = UT D(e, 0) U 
Q* := Q*(0) : = U T Q U . 
For any eigenvalue X of the matrix D(e, 0) we have the inequality 
< A 5 ) w-;s 
(cf. [7], Proposition 2). 
Proof of Proposition 2. For any matrices A, B we have (cf. [3], theorem 6.13) 
A « B « = ( A B ) W . 
Hence 
= t r [ D ( e ) Q - ) ] ( s ) 
Denote by C := (c(1), ..., c(m)) and by A := diag(At, ..., Xm) the matrices of the 
orthonormal eigenvectors and of the eigenvalues of D*(e). From D*(e) = CACT 
we obtain 
tr [D*(e) Q * - 1 ] ^ = tr [A(s)(CT)(s) (Q*"')(s) C(s)] . 
The matrix A(s) is diagonal, having diagonal entries of the form Xk,..., Xu; (i, < ... 
... < is). Hence from (A5) we obtain 
(A7) jtr [D*(e) Q*"-]W | < [Q(0)Y* tr [(CT)(s) (Q*~ ') ( s ) C(s)] = 
= [e(e)]- s t r(Q*"1) ( s ) 
since C(s)(CT)(s) = (CCT)(s) = I(s) = I. 
From (A3) we obtain 
Q = i + uT[n(0) - *(e)]Tv-1 -?-!--) u . 
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According to Eq. (A3) we can write 
11(8) - v|/(9) = -fd, w,.(9) , 
where d< := [\|»(6) - T,(9)]T 5T4 w,(8). Hence 
[1,(8) - 4,(8)7 V - ' ^ ) = D ( d , 0 ) . 
Co Co 
Thus 
Q* = I + |vK8) - n(8)|E D*(f) 
where f : = d/||d||. 
Using once more the inequality (A4) we obtain that the eigenvalues /.,, ..., /i,„ 
of the matrix Q* are bounded according to the inequalities 
i - ||\|i(e) - ti(e)l,. e-^e) = Ati = i + B*(o) - n(e)||Ee- >(e). 
Denote by Z := (z t , . . . ,zm) the matrix of the orthonormal eigenvectors of Q*. 
We have 
(A8) tr ( Q * " 1 ) ^ = tr [ ( Z ^ ^ ) " 1 ) ^ (Q*" 1 )^ ] = tr [ ( Z ^ Z ) " 1 ] ^ = 
ti<t<r ^ -VsjUe)-We)-r,(e)||J 
From (A6) — (A8) we have 
|tr [D(e, 8) Q"-(e, B)]« | g ( j ) [e(9) - ||v|,(e) - n ( 0 ) | J - . 
We obtain the required inequality from [i|/(8) — T,(0)|]E ^ g(8)/2 which follows 
from the assumption A4. • 
Proof of Proposition 3. Take 8 e An(r), It is sufficient to show that for every 




holds. From Eqs. (A4) and (16) we obtain 
*.! Q(e, e) ̂ =d^°)v-1
 dM + d^i°) 1[RO(W8) - # v - zmxm. 
dt K Jdt dt dt dt \ l V W U J 58 58Tj dt 
Hence from the definition of theV-geodesics y (Section 3) we have 
d ^ Q ( 8 , 5 ) ^ = l + [ R > ( 8 ) - , ) ] T V - d » = 
df dt d r 
= i - [4 , (e)-T, (e)]Tv-^ d^) . 
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Therefore, from the Schwarz inequality and from the definition of t\(0) (Section 3) 
we obtain that it is sufficient to prove that 
||\|/(e) - T,(0) |V < rT(0) . 
Since 8 e An(r), there is a point y e Gn(r), i.e. 
||y - t|||E < r < rT(0), 
such that y e sf(&) (see the definition of At)(r)). Consequently 
||\J/(G) - -,11,. = ||P°(y - -Ola < fly - n l a < rY(0) . 
It follows that \|/(0) e GI1(r). Evidently \|/(0) 6 .s/(8). Consequently, according to the 
property A3, 8 solves Eq. (3) for y = \|/(8). It follows that ||\|/(9) - t,(0)||v < 
g ||\l/(9) - n||v < ||\|/(9) - ti||E < rT(0) since V is dominating £. Q 
(Received March 10, 1988.) 
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